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INTRODUCTION

“Big ideas” drive the disciplines. In biology, the insights of Darwin generated evolutionary theory. In chemistry, Mendeleev’s vision of the organization of elements predicted subsequent discoveries. In computing, the database and associated database management systems (DBMS) are one of the “big ideas”. The database was conceptually possible prior to the development of the computer, but it was the digital computer that made the database the common tool it is today. The core idea of the database is distinguishing between the data description and the data itself. Among other things, this idea makes the Web possible and has made manageable new fields for discovery, such as modeling the human genome.

BACKGROUND

The modern database is an invention of the 1960’s that took the computer hardware developments of the 1970’s and the infrastructure of technology companies in the 1980s to become the multi-billion dollar industry of the 21st century. The foundations for the database, however, reach back to the 1890s.

The Article 1, Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution requires a population “Enumeration…” which has become the decennial census. Approaching the census of 1890, when the U.S. population had risen to more than 65 million, presented a problem because the prior census, when the population was almost half as much, had taken seven years to tabulate. The government addressed the concern by contracting with Herman Hollerith to mechanically tabulate the results using punch card machines he had designed. Hollerith successfully completed tabulating the census in less than three years, some even say in three months (Austrian, 1982). He subsequently formed the Hollerith Tabulation company to promote his invention and method of managing data. Through mergers and growth, the company, renamed Computing Tabulating Recording (CTR) Com-
pany became International Business Machines (IBM) in 1924.

Two core concepts stemmed from Hollerith’s mechanical tabulators. First, data could be represented numerically by location on a punch card. Second, a machine with a wiring panel could be used to tabulate different data. The first concept allows for more than mechanical computation and permits representation of personal data, such as a name, numerically. The second introduces the notion of a general purpose machine that may be programmed—in the mechanical case, by switching the wiring pattern, in later digital computers, through a programming language.

Until the development of digital computers, database-like technologies remained in the punch card arena. Developments in national governments, such as the requirements of tracking wages for a Social Security system, required more sophisticated, specialized machines to record and tabulate information. It was the military, however, in its early Cold War defense projects such as SAGE that provided impetus to the issues of data management.

Database applications become the focus of interest in the computing industry in the late 1950s with the formation of the Conference on Data Systems Languages (CODASYL). While the first achievement of this group was the COBOL programming language for business, the group reformed in the mid-sixties to create extensions to COBOL to assist with processing records (Olle, 1978). At about the same time, data storage evolved from magnetic tape, which required serial access, to magnetic disks (forerunner of the computer hard drive) which permitted random access. The results of the conference were CODASYL compliant databases using a network data structure. Its network data structure allowed the representation of one-to-many relationships. The dominant database in this area was the integrated data store (IDS) based on ideas of Bachman (1982) and developed at General Electric. Almost simultaneous to these developments, IBM developed the information management system (IMS)—a hierarchical database independent of the CODASYL group (Blackman, 1998). This database was also able to represent one-to-many relationships and was largely a result of support for the Apollo project at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

As the network and hierarchical database models became commercial products and consolidated their positions in government and business, E. F. Codd, a mathematician and IBM researcher, discovered and promoted the relational model for databases. He was forced to defend his seminal paper, *A relational model of data for large shared data banks* (Codd, 1970), within IBM because the company had developed IMS as its primary database product.

The relational model challenged both the hierarchical and network models as both data models depend upon navigating paths to the data. Codd instead argued for a high-level, non-procedural language to access data, which itself was represented free from any machine constraints. The flexibility of the model resulted from its theoretical foundations in relational algebra, a mathematical sub-field of predicate calculus. In response to external interest in Codd’s model, IBM developed System R in the mid-seventies as a demonstration project. The project created SEQUEL, an acronym for “structured English query language” to access the data. Later shortened to SQL (structured query language), it became an ANSI standard in 1986.

The relational database management system (RDBMS) using SQL has become the standard for databases in government and industry. The leading vendors include: Oracle, with its namesake products, first released in 1979; IBM with DB2, released in 1983, and includes NCR’s Teradata for very large data stores; and the Microsoft SQL line of products and Access, desktop database for the Microsoft Office Suite. More recently, with the rise of Linux, open source databases, such as Postgres (build on Ingres, initially a government
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